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Version: 01/03/2024
Please read the travel award information carefully, if you have any specific inquiries contact us directly at isseyoung24@univ-rennes.fr.

Where to submit your application?

Application can be submitted via the following link:

The system will close on March 15, 2024 by 23:59 (UTC+1). Please make sure to take into account the time difference with your local time.

Eligibility criteria

Eligibility criteria are as follows: 1) to have an accepted workshop or abstract or to present a not-so-early-morning session and 2) to have your current main affiliation in a European country as defined by the ISEE/WHO.

Selection criteria

Recipients of the travel award will be selected according to the following criteria. Criteria are given in order of importance, with criterion 1 taking precedence over criterion 2, which in turn takes precedence over criterion 3, and so forth.

1) Country of main affiliation

Please note that this is not your place of birth or nationality. This is the country where you are currently working, where your main affiliation is, and from where you will be coming to Rennes.

Priority will be given to participants currently working in the following countries: Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Albania, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, Turkey, Georgia, Ukraine.

2) Applicant status

ISEE defines three status:
- Student/PhD candidate
- Early career researcher: less than 5 years of experience from terminal degree (i.e. terminal degree obtained after June 2019)
- Other

Priority will be given to students/PhD candidates and to early-career researchers.

3) Involvement in the conference

Priority will be given to individuals having more than one type of presentation (speed-talk/oral presentation, workshop, and/or not-so-early-morning session), having reviewed abstracts for
the conference, being involved in an ISEE committee (e.g. SNRN), or being involved in a young ISEE organisation sub-committee.

4) Abstract quality
Finally, the scientific quality of the abstract submitted at the young ISEE conference will be used to decide between candidates with equal prior criteria results.

Implementation of the travel award

What does the travel award stand for?
The travel award consists of:
• An ISEE membership (if the awardee is not already an ISEE member)
• Registration fees
• Accommodation for up to three or four nights (depending on workshop participation): June 4/5 to 7 (included)
• Transport costs from the applicant’s city of residence to Rennes

Lunches and coffee breaks on June 5, 6 and 7 are included. However, other meals will not be reimbursed. Local transport (e.g. city bus, metro, taxi) will be not reimbursed.

Implementation

• The maximum amount for the award will be determined and communicated at the time of the travel award announcement. These announcements will be made around the beginning of April.
• While awaiting the travel award results, we advise you to book a room with a free cancellation policy, as demand for accommodations in Rennes is typically high during this time of year.